Scene 1: Cleaning the kitchen

Additional objects:
Broom, dustpan, 2 glasses, lamp, clock, 2 plants, light bulb, battery, empty wine bottle, magazines, trash bag, paper towel, dishtowel

Tracked objects (with Vicon):
Table, kitchen-table/cupboard, 2 chairs, broom, dustpan, clock

Script:
The floor is a bit dirty, especially now that you have changed the pot for the new plant. Before preparing dinner, you need to clean up a bit.

Person A: “The plant sure looks good, but now the place is a bit dirty. We can’t have dinner like that…!”

Person B: “Ok, let’s tidy up quickly. What shall I do?”

Person A: “Get a dry cloth and sweep the dirt off this chair! I will sweep the floor.”

Person B: “Sure…Phew! I did not expect such a mess, when you said we would change the pot of the plant…!”

Person B gets a cloth and cleans a chair from dirt that had been dropped while changing pots. Meanwhile, Person A picks up the broom and swipes the floor quickly. Person B brings the dustpan and holds it firmly in front of the broom, so that Person A pushes the dirt from the floor onto the dustpan. Person B picks it up and disposes of the dirt in the trashcan, but realises that the trashcan is full (empty bottles and cans).

Person B: “Gosh, the trashcan is full, we need to empty it…”

I will separate the different materials and put them in the containers we have for each one of them.”

Person A:”Yes, sure. Put the bags aside and I will take them out to the bins in the corner of our street later.”

Person B lets the dustpan aside, takes the bag out of the trashcan. Then he takes a glass bottle out of that bag and puts it in a small bag in the corner of the room with two other bottles, and he also takes some papers (old magazines and newspapers) and places them
in a paper-box. He places the bottle bag aside. Then he disposes the dirt gathered in the
dustpan, and takes the dustpan back to its original place. Person A finds a new bag in a
drawer, and puts it in the trashcan.

*Person A:* “You are, indeed, a sweetheart! Thanks! Cleaning is much easier with you
helping me out!” Person B turns to Person A when hearing this, smiles and says:

*Person B:* “…and I can do much more…!” He takes the dry cloth and cleans the dust
from the lamp, while Person A dries two glasses with a cloth. Suddenly, Person B realises
that the light bulb of the lamp needs to be changed, because it did not switch on.

*Person B:* “Ah! What is wrong with the lamp? I think we have to change the light bulb.”
He runs to the cupboard, gets a new light bulb, takes it out of its box, unscrews with his
hands the old light bulb and replaces it with the new one. Then, he throws the old one and
the empty box away. He then turns the lamp on and off to make sure it works.

Person A notices that the clock on the table is showing the wrong time. She realises that
the batteries have to be replaced.

*Person A:* “There you are! It seems that everything electric is not working properly in
here!”

*Person B:* “Why are you saying this?”

*Person A:* “Look at the clock....it stopped!”

*Person B:* “Oh gosh, you are right!”

Person A: “It’s the batteries. We have to change them.” She takes the clock to her hands,
and places a new battery in that she took from the kitchen cupboard.

Person B: “Let me wind it to the right time.” Person B takes the clock from her hands,
winds it and places it back on the table.

*Person B:* “Ok. Are you done cleaning?”

*Person A:* “Almost....why?”

*Person B:* “Because I’m starving now....!!!!!”